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WORKERS SIT-IN AT CHRYSLER PLANT, continued from p. 10

"Big 3" auto companies [GM, Ford and Chrysler] has
opposed the job actions at the 3 Chrysler plantSp^L
particularly the sit-in at the Mack Avenue Framg^pltat

,

for what many of the workers there consider to be
racist reasons. UAW Vice-president in charge ,qf <

Chrysler, Donald Fraser, was quoted in the Washington
Post as advising Chrysler not to surrender to the
"radicals and extremists" inside the plant.

At issue in all three of the wildcat strikes has
been health and safety and speed-ups. One striker,
speaking through the plant gates, said "We have had t ,

three people killed in this plant since the first of
the year. There isn't a week goes by that someone
isn't injured, loses fingers. No one does anything
about it so we chose this way of dramatizing our prob-
lems

Gilbreth had been leading a fight to get new fans
installed and old ones repaired, when he^wMIT^fiiidi’ ^ •

TempeiafureS-0ihGt'fe.© -where Their^fkinrea#h s'iM)10 -

Segrees in the summer because of welding heat.

Spped-up on the line is a major cause of accidents,
especially on machines without safety guards. "Pro-
duction on the 1973 models was 519 frames in 10 hours,"
said a striker. Now they started off with 518 for
eight hours , and they try to shove it higher. Some

days in the plant the run is 1,500, then they try to

get us to go for 1,600, and if we do, then that becomes
the standard." __30 _
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[Note to editors: See graphics section of this pack-
et for photos to accompany this interview.]

f THE HOT SEAT::

AN INTERVIEW WITH NEW YORK'S TAXI RANK AND FILE
COALITION

LIBERATION News Service

"Cab driving is the kind of job where because
there are so many things you can't (control3 there
are a lot of times when you are afraid — afraid
that you are going to be gypped out of a fare 3 af-
raid that you are going to be robbed3 afraid you are
going to be beaten.

"On a long term basis 3 for what it does to
your body3 driving is awful . It's particularly bad
for day drivers since they drive in the worst traf-
fic.

"I don ’t think most drivers know exactly what
driving around in the city day after day does to
you. You start out in the mornirtg3 look at the air
and say ’Oh my God3 ’ but after you start working,

the whole job becomes oppressive and you can’t sep-
arate what is being caused by the air3 what’s being
caused by traffic3 what’s being caused by passen-
gers. All those things kind of merge.

"You talk to drivers and you get a whole lit-
tmy of ills — my head3 my back 3 my Verge3 my heart.
Cab drivers hare an incredible number of things
wrong with them."

— John

"It’s really a shitty job — for a lot of rea-
sons it’s shittier being a Woman cab driver than a
man cab driver. I used to drive at night and I’d
be scared to get out of my cab because then people
could see I was a Woman. When you are day driving
you can’t hide in your cab."

— Joyce
* * *

(Editor's note: If you live in New York City,
sooner or later you'll probably find yourself in
the back seat of a taxi, anxiously watching the
meter tick your money away as you hurry towards your
destination. Sixty cents for the first fifth of a

mile, fen cents for each additional fifth — it adds
up fas^.

Of course, most New Yorkers can't afford to
travel by cab all the time, but some can, and others
rely on taxis in emergencies. Add all the visitors
who come to New York and you've got a lot of busin
ness f|r the taxi industry -- enough to make the
city'f* traffic yellow with cabs.

The New York City cab driver, is considered a
breed ^part. The stereotypical driver is fair game
for everybody's jokes and complaints . He -- almost
always he — drives like a maniac. He either snarls
at you or he talks your ear off. And if he suspects
you arb new in town, he'll take you from Queens to
Brooklyn via Mahhattan, which is not on the way.

fike all stereotypes, these are largely unfair,
and where they do apply it's with some reason. As
Joyce says, it is really a shitty job. ?he cab
driver — unless he owns his own cab free and clear
-- is paid on commission, and gets to keep less
than half the money you give him. He has to hustle.

This summer, LNS interviewed four drivers,
all members of the Taxi Rank and File Coalition,
a group of drivers working to bring about major
changes in the industry. Joyce, John, Jane and
Steve, who have been driving for three to fifteen
years , talk here about the industry and the union
and how Rank and File fits in.]

WHY DON'T YOU START BYYTELLING US SOMETHING ABOUT
THE TAXI INDUSTRY IN NEW YORK?

STEVE: Well, there are about 12,000 taxis
in this city. About 7,000 of them are operated
in fleets of from 50 to several hundred cabs and
the other 5,000 are operated by their owners.
These are called owner/drivers

.

The fleet owner® usually employ two regular
drivers for each cab -- one for the day shift and
one for nights — and some part-time people who
drive when the Regular drivers are off. For these
7,000 fleet cabs, there are roughly 30,000 drivers
who belong to the taxi union.

JOHN: A very large minority of these drivers
are Third World — 40% or more. Some garages are
almost exclusively Third World.

HOW ABOUT WOMEN — ARE THERE MANY WOMEN DRIVERS?

JOYCE: The Union says that there are 800
women cab drivers in the city, but that figure
is high. There are 70 garages, sOtthat would mean
10 or 11 women drivers in each garage, and I just
don't run into that many. And there are still
garages that don't hire women at all.

STEVE: The taxi industry in New York has been
around since the 30 's but the union was only organ-
ized five or six years ago, by Harry Van Arsdale.

There had been many attempts before that to
organize the fleet drivers. People like John L.
Lewis, Michael Quill and Jimmy Hoffa -- labor
union leaders who were well known and successful
in their fields — tried to organize a union, but
their attempts either failed completely or their
success was very short lived. I think Van Arsdale
succeeded largely because he was president of the
City Central Labor Council, which represents all
of the AFL-CIO unions in the city, and could draw
on their funds and resources

.

The contract this union won was not bad for
a first contract — pension, hospitalizati&n,
health insurance . These were things that the in-
dustry didn't have before. But after the first
contract each successive one seemed to win less and
less; Thift two and a half years ago, 'some some
contract provisions were imposed on the drivers
that really represented a step backwards. One
concerned the commission the drivers are paid.

Five years ago, drivers were paid a 44% com-
mission on every ride. The next contract brought
the commission up to 47%, and the next brought it
up to 49%. All drivers got this rate whether they
had been driving for one day or 20 years.

But the new provision said that new drivers
would only get 42% and gradually, over a period of
four or five years, work their way up to 49%.
This made the owners want to get rid of older dri-
vers so they could hire new ones and pay the lower
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commission.

Another provision concerned the financing of

benefits. Up until two years ago, benefits -- pen-

sions, health and welfare, vacaiionsfunds -- were

all paid for by the fleet owners, by the boss. But

two years ago, the owners began deducting'’a dime

for every trip a driver made. If a driver toolj’:in

$30 on 20 trips, 10-$ would be deduetid^for each one

or $2.00 before the driver's commission was figured.

Since the commission -- for long-time drivers
— was up 'to 49% by then, that meant that half of

each dime was the driver's, or would have been the

driver's, and half of it came from the fleet owner.

So the driver ended dp paying half the cost of his

own benefits.

Tfrese provisions were so unpopular, that the

union president never called a contract ratifica-
tion meeting to have them approved, even though the

union Constitution states that the contract has to

be approved at a special membership meeting held
with two weeks advance notice. That kind of meeting
was never called. The provisions were put into eff-

ect unilaterally, simply by agreement between the

union officers and the fleet owners.

HOW Dljb THE DRIVERS REACT TO THAT?

JOYCE : Well, there was a union nieeting a Man-

hattan Center in April 1971 to discuss the new pro-
visions, which had already gone into effect in

March. By the April meeting the drivers had been

working under the new provisions for about 6 weeks,
and tl|e older drivers had a lot less take-home pay.

Manhattan Center probably holds 2,000 people,

and when I arrived there at 8 p.m. , I barely got in

the dqor. By quarter after 8, there were drivers

outside who couldn't get in.

STEVE: There were other things to discuss, but

a motion was made to suspend the regular order of
business and talk about the contract. A vote was
taken and it passed.

Van Arsdale got up and I suppose yomucould

say that technically he did discussrthe contract.

But ha talked about parts of the contract that no-
body was really interested in — like the uhion has
a right to have a bulletin board in each garage, or
the ndmber of raincoats the men who gas up the cars

cah h&ve. After a few minutes of this, people star-
ted shouting.

JOYCE : People kept yelling throughout the
meeting -- "What about the dime?" "What about the
42%" -j- spontaneously holding up dollar bills, wav-
ing ti*pm.'

iSTEVp: There Was a microphone on the floor
and somebody got ahold of it and talked for five
minutes , criticizing the contract. Thep he turned
the mike back over to Van Arsdale to answer his
questions — this is what we want to talk about,
answer this and this and this.

But instead of responding to the questions,
Van Arsdale said, "Now we can't talk unless every-
body clears the aisles and sit's down .

rf
' You don't

treat pngry people like that unless you are intent
on provoking them further.
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Van Arsdale continued to evade the issue
and finally the plug for the microphone was pulled,
or the wire was cut, and a chair was thrown, and
before you knew it a barrage of chairs was being
thrown from the audience at Van Arsdale and the
union leadership on stage.

JOYCE: The bureaucrats up on stage defended
themselves. They started throwing chairs back.

STEVE: Van Arsdale was forced to run away
out the back of the auditorium. By the way, he
left in an owner/driver cab.

HOW DID RANK AND FILE RELATE TO ALL THIS?

JOYCE: There was a small group of people --

some of them still here — who felt that it was
important to get people to go to that meeting be-
cause they were afraid that Van Arsdale would
try to push through a ratification vote. I got
a leaflet about the meeting at my garage. Then
later, after the Aprilmeeting, this same group or-

ganized as Rank and File.

COULD YOU DESCRIBE HOW RANK AND FILE WORKS?

JANE: Now we're organized in borough groups --

one in each of the five boroughs. [New York City
is divided into five boroughs, Manhattan, the
Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens and Staten Island.]
Each orough meets once a week to decide what to
do in their garages, and what they want to say at
the general Rank and File meeting which is once
a month. A steering committee coordinates things
between the boroughs and makes decisions that have
to be made on a day-to-day or week-to-week basis

„

We put out a paper called the Hot Seat . There
is no permanent staff for it — people volunteer
if they want to work on an issue. Each issue takes
about 8 or 10 people to work on it and starting from
scratch, it takes about 3-4 weeks to put out an
issue

.

JOHN:: We usually print around 8,000 copies
and we get rid of 90% of them by distributing them
at garages and cab lines. The paper deals with
all the issues involving the taxi industry and
union, but we also deal with other labor issues
and things we feel are important.

HOW DO THE DRIVERS RESPOND TO THE HOT SEAT?

JOHN: We never have any trouble getting rid
of it. It's not like we're operating in a hostile
environment. Most drivers agree with our opposition
to the contract. But it's the kind of industry
where a numerical majority does not automatically
get translated into real power ,ypower to win an
election, or take some action.

HAVE YOU" EVER' PARTICIPATED IN ANY UNION ELECTIONS?

JOYCE: Yes, there was a union election in the
fall of 1971. The court had ruled that the 1970
election was invalid because of irregularities -- Van
Arsdale had sent out his campaign literature in the
same envelopes with the ballots — so he had to run
again

.

About six weeks before the election. Rank and
File decided to run as many candidates as we could
against Van Arsdale 's slate, not really expecting,
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until the last minute, to do very well. We got 35%
of the vote for president. An independent ran against
Van Arsdale too and he got 7% of the vote. Some of
our candidates for borough and garage positions got
up to 45% of the vote.

JOHN: List fall the union called off garage
elections claiming that they had no money to run
them.— a bad excuse because it probably wouldn't
cost more than a few hundred dollars. Rank and File
people were planning to run in many garages and I

think we would have won some positions in some garages,
maybe in 6 or 7 garages.

That would have given us a place within the
union structure to talk more directly about our
ideas, and to try to take action ift some garages —
around the conditions of the cabs, or provisions in
the contract, or the boss's policies on firing or
accidents or whatever. But that chance was denied
us and We didn't have the power to force the union to
hold those elections.

Now the word is that the union is again going
to call off the elections scheduled for this fall.

STEVE: It's really hard to gauge the kind of
effect we've had, but there's One thing I think Rank
and File can take credit for. I think that if we had
not kept up our opposition to the contract, at some
point that contract would have beehn ratified.

As it turned out, the unions was forced to cir-
cumvent the membership by submitting the contract
to binding arbitration with the fleet owners, without
first getting the approval of the drivers. [Binding
arbitration is when the union and employers, nego-
tiating with a neutral third party, agree beforehand
to accept whatever provisions their representatives
work out. Because this amounts to ratifying a con-

tract before it is written, the union membership is

entitled to approve the union's entry into arbitration,
just as if they were approving a contract.] We are
challenging the legality of that now in court.

Another thing is that one of the provisions
that cajne out of that binding arbitration Was a 43%

commission for new drivers. And, instead of taking
about 800 work days (four or five years) to get up
to 49%, it has been reduced to 200 and some odd work
days. I don't think we would have gotten even that

much if we had not continued opposing the contract

.

When we have been able to bring issues before
the while union, we have won votes — the problem is

in translating that support into bodies on picket
lines 4nd people at meetings and more active partici-
pation in general.

I WOULD GUESS THAT ONE PROBLEM WOULD BE THAT DRIVERS
ARE OFTEN COMPETING WITH EACH OTHER, AND IN GENERAL,
_ARE ISOLATED IN THEIR CABS. WHAT ARE SOME OTHER
PROBLEMS?

JANE: What I see as the hardest problem is

that many drivers see it as a job they are not going
to hold for the rest of their lives, or even fpr a

long time .

' !

JC|hN: People you consider full-time, older
drivers «- I'm talking about people who are 55 or
60 — say "I've been here 17 years," or "I've be©n
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here 18 years." They started driving when they
were forty.

There are 30,000 fleet drivers in the city,
but there are fewer than 2,000 on pension. That
is because to collect a pension you have to work
25 years in the industry, which almost no one
manages to do.

JANE: Drivers will say, "I'm only doing this
for a few months and 1 don't feel I have any stake
in the industry." They don't feel they have any
reason to fight for a better job of for a better
contract, and they don't feel they have any power.

STEVE: In addition to that, drivers can
thkelindividual ways out. Instead of getting a
decent week's salary by forcing the boss to give
a higher commission rate, for example, they can
Idee rides with the meter off and keep all the
money for themselves.

JOHN : There ' s another way out . You can
buy a Medal lion, vwhifeh is a franchise, and then
you can operate a cab in the city. Drivers who
are killing themselves working 8 or 9 hours a
day for a boss can buy a cab and work those 8 6r
9 hours all for themselves. Of course they have
to pay a considerable amount for a Medallion and
a new car.

JOYCE : There are two kinds of cabs — Med-
allion and non-Medallion. Medallion cabs are all
painted some shade of yellow. They are what the
fleet owners and the owner/driversprefereto call
the "legal cab industry."

When the industry was set up in the 30 's,

you could buy a Medallion for something like $10.
Now, an individual owner Medallion costs about
$24,000 to $25,000.

STEVE: The number of Medallions was set at
a little less than 12,000 in the early 30 's and
has never been increased. And even with the
increase in population and the geographical expan-
sion of New York City since then, there are still
no more yellow Medallion cabs now than there were
forty years ago. That explains in part why the
price of a Medallion is so high.

WHAT' S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN YELLOW CABS AND NON-
MEDALLION CABS?

STEVE: The people who drive non-Medallion
cabs are called gypsies, and in the last 3 to 5

years they've grown a lot. The big difference,
legally, is that the Medallion cabs, the yellow
ebbs, are the only cabs that are allowed to pick
up fares from the street. They ban pick up any-
one who hails them.

The gypsy cabs are only allowed to answer
phone calls that a dispatcher calls to them over
two-way radio. Legally they are prohibited from
picking up passengers off the street. tJEopourae
this is unrealistic — especially in areas where
there are no yellow cabs, where private phones are
not so common and where pay phones are always out
cf order.

7 There are several events that really gave
the gypsy cabs a boost. One was the yellow cab
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strike and also the transit strike several years ago.

Another was the fare increase two years ago, which

increased the Medallion cab fare by 60%. That made

a lot of people more willing, even anxious, to use

gypsy cabs, because they kept their rates the same

for a while. Some are still five to fifteen cents

cheaper than yellow cabs.

JOHN: Gypsy drivers are almost entirely Third
World, I don't know whether that has been clear so

far. There are four or five fairly distinct Thiid

World communities in New York which also have the

highest crime rates in the city. The summer I star-

ted driving, three years ago, there was a dramatic

increase in the number of assaults on cab drivers --

I think seven drivers were killed. As a result, most

yellow cab drivers began to avoid ghetto areas.

JOYGE: Wait a minute, John. Are you saying
that it's only been in the past few years that drie

vers have not served ghetto communities?

jJOHN: From my memory and from people I've talked
to, I think it has happened over the past few years.
A lot of drivers used to hack Bed-Stuy almost exclu-

sively and don't do it anymore. But I'm sure there

have always been a lot drivers who wouldn't pick

up black or Puerto Rican people.

STEVE: I've been driving since 1957 and as far
as I can see -- until this last fare increase when
drivers were desperate to get any fare -- it's al-

ways been the rule, not the exception, that if five
cabs were going down the street and a black hand
went up, five cabs went by.

I remember driving in the Bronx along the Grand
Concourse one day when two middle aged white people
hailed me. I stopped and they moved aside and there
was this old crippled black man who could barely
walk. The white people told me that this man had
been trying to get a cab for half an hour. Every-
body passed him by. The reason that drivers would
giVe? f&r^aaassing blacks was, that even though this
man might not rob or hurt me, he's likely to be
taking me into a black community where I might feet

robbed or hurt.

One point that the union makes, and it seems

to be borne out in my convers ai tons with black and
Puerto Rican drivers, is that many of them try
to avoid ghetto areas for the same reasons that
whites do. Gypsy drivers don't have much choice.

When they get out of ghetto communities, people are
less likely to hail them becuase they've been
trained by experience to look for yellow cabs.

— 30—

[Ed: For more information, write to TAXI RANK
AND FILE COALITION, 360 West 28th Street, New York,
NY 10001.]
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"Th education, In marriage, In everything,
disappointment Is the lot of woman. It shall be
the bus loess of my 1 1 fe to deepen this dlsapporifit-

ment in every woman's heart until she bows down to
It no longer." .. Lucy swne> ms

VISITORS TO NIXON SHRINE
EXPRESS DISILLUSIONMENT

YORBA LINDA, Cal. (LNS) — Evidence of
Nixon's decline in popularity With voters has
even crept into the leather-bound, gold-lettered
guest register at the little white frame house
where he was bom in 1913,

The book's first 40 pages, covering Janu-
ary 1972 to Aprilel973 are just what the presi-
dent ordered L— "You're great, Nixon" (10-29-72)

or "Thank God for Mr. Nixon" (3-4-73).

But beginning May 13, two days after the
Senate Watergate hearings began, the register's
comments took on a different tone. For instance
"Watergate-Waterloo" (5-26-73) and by June some
ofrthefefiMies were positively embarrassing --

"Impeach him" (6-3-73).

The entries stopped July 1 and did not
start again until August 11, the first weekend
after the hearings recessed. Hurless Barton,
president of the Nixon Birthplace Foundation,
said he removed the book during July because
"of this Watergate business" and because he was
afraid vandals would deface it

.

-30-
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AUSTRALIAN WOMEN PROTEST
CHURCH'S ANTI -ABORTION STAND

MELBOURNE, Australia (LNS)— In the very
early morning of Sunday May 13, a Molotov cock-
tail was thrown through one of the side windowas
of St, Patrick's Roman Catholic Cathedral in
Melbourne. A communique, left at the Cathedral,
reads in part:

"In opposing abortion reform, [the Catholic
Church] totally negates the right of women to
control their bodies and their lives.

'"We, of the Angry Women demand this right
and will use every possible means to realise it.

"We feel that the discomfort caused here
tonight is small’” by comparison to the violence
perpetrated daily on women by the Catholic Church
and other male chauvinist institutions in this
society

-30-

(Thanks to the Digger for the information in this
short.)
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MILITANT, by Langston Hughes
Let all who will
Eat quietly the bread of shame.
I cannot

,

Without oompiaiiniing: loud and long.
Tasting its bitterness in my throat.
And feeling to my very soulr’

It's wrong.
For honest work
You proffer me poor pay.
For honest dreams
Your spit is in my -face.

And so my fist is clenched
Today-

-

To Strike your face
August 18, 1973PAGE 4 LIBERATION News Service (# 547) more
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[Note to editors: See photos In this packet to go

with this story.]

VIVA LA CAUSA

l

ON STRIKE WITH THE FARMWORKERS IN THE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

by Bob Barber

LIBERATION News Service

LAMONT, Calif . (LNS)--ln the darkness of 4 o'-

clock on a Friday morning, August 10, farmworkers

begin to assemble in the community park of this

small 1 town, about 12 miles south of Bakersfield.

Their arrival in groups of four to eight is quietly

surveyed by a half dozen police squad cars parked

in the area.

By 4:30, more than five hundred men and women

of all ages have gathered and are conferring with

their picket captains, receiving their days's as-

signments to the picket lines against the grape

growefjB of the sou them San Joaquin Valley.

The strike is nearing its end in Lamont, as

the harvest season comes to a close, but the enthu-

siasm of the huetgistae (strikers) is undiminished.

They have been’ strl king since April 23, when the

growers of the area announced the signing of new

contracts with the Teamsters Union, replacing the

Uhi ted Farmworkers' Union contracts won in the grape

Strike of 1965-1970.

The Lamont strike followed the footsteps of the

strike in the Coachella Valley to the south, and

precedes the all-important Delano-Fresno strike to

the north, soon to reach full swing.

Shortly, long caravans of cars snake across

the flatness of the Vall’ey,, headed for the grape

fields' around Lamont. Three or four red flags em-

blazoned with the black Aztec eagle stream from

each car. By the time the picket lines form around

tKe fields, more than a thousand farmworkers are in

their places. Very few words have been spoken; the

huelgistas have an air of confidence that transcends

the nedd for words as they approach their day's work.

One picket line forms alongside a field be-

longing to the Giumarra Vineyards Corporation, lar-

gest ih the Valley and most powerful in the state.

As of this morntng Giumarra has not yet signed with

the Teamsters Union, but he Ss the leader of the

Delahp group to the north, where he also has large

holdings. The strikers expect him to sign at any

momen t

.

Ip the darkness the strikers converse quietly

among themselves, bundled in warm clothing that

now protects them against the early morning chill

but soon will protect them from thedurnihg: heat of

the summer sun. Occassional ly a defiant "Viva la

Huelgai" is flung across the empty fields. A mile

or so away, a fire suddenly flares high In the

blackness, then another, and then two more within

a span of 1000 yards!.

Ah elderly striker suggests with a concealed

smile that some young huelgistas have found their

way into the fields to the piles of grape boxes,

some with the Union black eagle Illegally painted

on them

.

Dawn breaks suddenly into the fields, and with

it comps the gunning of engines and the squeal of

tires as the escnnjp6l&£a (squ i rrel s— str i kebreakers)
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run a gauntlet 200 yards long of hooting, shouting

strikers, and disappear Into the gloomy depths of

the fields where the foremen will carefully keep
them out of range of the bul 1 horns of the huelgis-

tas a

The picket line comes al ive, marching in a

long and narrow loop in the dust along the side of

the road, waving red flags, chanting, shouting, ur-

ging the workers In the fields to come out, casti-

gating them for betraying the Union and la ooMsa3

taunting the grower who Is not there, and scoffing

at the police, sheriffs, and private 1 rent-a-cops 1

who stand by silent and watchful.

Most of the strikebreakers are Mexican citizens,

brought Into the U.S.by the growers, as they have

been for decades, to pick the grapes and other fruit

and vegetables at low wages. Then they are sent

back. The preval 1 Ing opinion among the strikers is

that the 'scabs' are motivated both by general ig-

norance of the Union and Its benefits and by their

need to earn money when the opportunity presents

Itself.

An elderly woman expresses a sentiment heard

repeatedly on the picket line: "If we dould only

go In and talk to them, they'd come out and join us.

Most of them don't even know what we have to say."

Many of the strikers recall their own ignorance

and indifference to the unfonvln its early days In

the mid 1960's. Alberto Blanco recalled, "1 didn't

even know it existed after the contract was signed

in 1970 until the grower came and said, here, you

have a union now. But now I know what it is and

why I want it. I'll be here on this picket line un-

til they give us back our contracts."

Juan Arredondo, a sixteen-year old striker

who has been picking grapes since he was eight,

said, "My family was what you would call scabs for

two weeks in the first strike, then we left the

fields, not to join the union but to move up north

to pick peaches. When we came back down, my brother

and 1 looked into the union, and began to join In

on weekends, and then full time."

"In the first strike," he continued , "we didn't

have that much support because the movement was r

really new to everybody-- It was a surprise even to

the growers. They didn't think there would ever be

one person like Cesar Chavez that would start a

movement to help farmworkers rights. Nobody knew,

nobody would support It, but slowly it grew and

after three years of striking we went on the boy-

cott and after two years of that the ranchers sign-

ed.

"Now we're on strike again, but It's very dif-

ferent. People know about the uhion, what It rep-

resents. Sure it will be a long struggle, but we

won a long struggle before.

"Allot of people say the Teamsters are better.

I have just one question for them: why weren't

the Teamsters here in the first str ike--why Weren't

they out there helping us organize? That's the real

difference between us and the Teamsters—we are a

union of farmworkers- -a union we built ourselves,

not by some people off in New York doing the so-
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called negotiating for us."

By nine o^clock the temperature is approaching
90 degrees, and the picket line is going strong.
Word reaches the strikers that a private security
guard hit three women on another line with his car,
injuring them slightly. Police removed him from the
scene but he was not arrested. No one is surprised,
but everyone is bitter.

A woman who is a picket captain expresses the
sentiment of the crew: "It’s really sickening to
hear all this talk about 'police protection. 1 Do

they think we really believe it?"

It is clear that the strike has had an effect
on the harvest. The growers in the Coachella Valley
to the south took an estimated 25 to k0% loss on
the! r. harvest . th'l s summer. In Lamohtyofoahy fields/
have been' only partial iylplckeid or even left com-
pletely untouched; this particular Giumarra field
may be as much as 50% undermanned. Furthermore, the
inexperienced workers that the growers have had to
rely upon have reduced the quality of the harvest
cons iderably.

In this context, the nationwide grape boycott
becomes crucial to the union's battle, for if the
growers are unable to sell those grapes they have
been $ble to harvest, it brings them fhat much closer
to ne-sTgn!img wi th the UFW.

Nearly every strikers mentions the boycott,
and it is clear they put great faith in the support
they have around the country and indeed throughout
the world. in this effort.

"A grower once asked me, how am I going to last
four years of striking," one huelgiata said. "I
said to him, how are you going to last four years
of a boycott . We didn't have any answer for me."

Another striker said, "This is one way the
AFL-CI 0 support is so important—al 1 the millions
of members of those fellow unions will boycott grapes,
and that will really set the growers back."

At 11:30, the picket line breaks for lunch,
and the strikers go to a nearby schoolyard to rest
ib the shade and eat their home-packed meals. During
this time the word arrives that two strikers were
shot and wounded on the picket line up north near
DelapO. The shots came from the fields.

The strikers seem to instinctively know t fie

other half of the story: the huelgiataa on the line
where the shooting occurred demand that the police
search the fidlds for the assailants. Instead, the
sheriff sends a TacSquatH Unit to the scene, which
promptly attacks the picket line and tfeatsn up a

number of strikers before arresting them.
r

i

fnger over the shootings infuses the afternoon's
picket line with a new mill tance that makes the
police on the scene retreat into larger and tighter
groups.

*

The older strikers seem to adapt the best to
the punishing heat of the afternoon. Vernon MacGuf-
fey, one of the few whl te hue lgi-ataa 3 is 59 years
old and has worked in the fields since he was 15.
A tall man wi th long thick gray mutton chop side-
burns, he says, "I joined the union in 1 967 > although
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at the time I real lydldn 't understand what It

meant. Now I have Joined this strike, and once you
join a strike you don't leave. The growers don't
offer us negotlattons-~just insults. The strike
and the boycott are our only weapons."

Late in the afternoon-, the news arrives on
the line that the 28 Delano growers had finally
signed new contracts wi th the Teamsters. Cesar
Chavez had angrily walked out of a negotiating meet-
ing in San Francisco with Teamster officials, charging
that the Teamsters had secretly signed the agree-
ments with the growers the night before, whMe >:'.i

pretending to enter the meeting with Chavez in

good faith.

Chavez' action, which drew unanimous and whole-
hearted support from the picket line, forced Team-
ster president Frank Fitzsimmons to publicly dis-
avow the contracts, saying the local Teamster of-
ficials who signed them "had no authority to do so."

An angry Filipino woman on the picket line
spat out her words: "I'Jve heard lies before from
them, but this one is the worst!"

"Why should we be surprised," said another. "We
knew all along they'd do this. But it can't stop
us."

The picketing day ended when the eaquivolee
went home under police guard at about 4 p.m. The
long caravans of strikers again snaked back across
the valley into Lamont and other nearby communities,
anger mixed with the same quiet confidence with
which the huelgiataa had begun the day some twelve
hours before.

That everihng the weekly general union meetlnrgn
occurred in the Lamont community park. Over 800
strikers gathered at six o'clock to hear reports
on the progress of the strike and the negotiations.
Such meetings, which occur as often as once or twice
a day during heavy strike periods, contribute
heavily to the feeling of community which binds the
Union together.

The meeting, conducted entirely In Spanish,
lasted close to four hours, and was characterized
by a high spirit which seemed derived both from the
release that day of two dozen union members from
jail and from Cesar Chavez' action at the negotia-
tions In the face of Teamster duplicity.

The central part of the meeting was a report
from each of the jailed strikers about their ex-
periences In jail. All were known personally to
almost every huelgiata at the meeting, and a warm
welcome was given to the returning comrades.

"ii'm willing to go back to jail any time for
la occuaa," Josef ina Gonzalez said. "The more we
go in, the more we come out with more strength and
more spirit. Well show the eaquirolea that we're
back to te<hl them the truth even though they lock-
ed us up for a few days."

Over 3000 people have been arrested in the
San Joaquin VSJley thus far, mostly for violating

iirj unctions placing restrictions on picketing .Some
have been arrested as many as 4 or 5 times.

In the face of this nearly universal reaction
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of defiance to the mass arrests of June and July,

police have recently turned to arresting only those

they Identify as picket captains or leaders. But

this too has backfired, as one picket captain told

the meeting, "The more picket captains they arrest,

the more leaders we have, because everyone. wuSt ffl

1

the role of leader."

The meeting ended around 11 o'clock with music
by a marlachl band from Los Angeles and guerrilla

theater by the Teatro Salas from Salinas. Ahd at

four the next morning, a thousand people gathered
in the park and on the picket 1 1 nes to begin anothe

day of the huelga.

-30-
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TWO UFW MEMBERS KILLED IN CALIFORNIA IN

FIRST FATALITIES OF FARM WORKERS' STRIKE

DELANO, Cal. (LNS) — Two members of the Uni-

ted Farmworkers Union (UFW) were killed on August
14 and 16 --one on a picket line, the other out-
side a local tavern. Although the farmworkers have
had frequent attacks against them by Teamsters and
police, this was the first time that farmworkers
have been killed In the history of the UFW.

Nagi Daiffullah, a 24-year-old UFW member who
was an immigrant from Yemen, died twenty-four hours

after sustaining fatal head injuries inflicted by

Gilbert Cooper, a Kern County sheffiff's deputy.

According to witnesses, Nagi who had been

drinking, walked oiiit of the tavern, swung at Cooper
and missed. He tried to nun away but Cooper Caught
him and beat him on the head with his flashlight.
Nagi slumped to the ground and was dragged uncon-
scious 40 or 50 feet.

J|ine patrol cars rushed to the scene, and
Cooper was heard to say to onlookers, "Disperse
or we'll bash your heads in, too."

The police version of what went on is that

Nagi was drunk and hurt his head falling off an

8-inch curb. However, after an examination, Dick

Gervals, the county coroner, said that Nagi died
of severe skull trauma, caused by two skull frac-
tures and excessive hemorrhage of the brain — hard-

ly the result of a fall.

In the second case, Juan de la Crtuz, a 60-

year-old UFW member, was shot while on the picket

line at the Giumarra Vineyards in Arvin, 50 miles
south bf Delano. A pick-up truck is reported to

have drawn up tbjthe picket line and a person

inside opened fire on the fpliqkbtibgrfajimwohkers

leaving the line. Police say they have taken

two suspects into custody.

The UFW is requesting that letters and tele-
grams be sent to New Jersey Congressman Peter Rodino,
member of the House Subcommittee on Civil Rights,
demanding an immediate investigation of police
brutality against UFW strlkers i;ln Tulare, Kern and

1 Fresnoe counties. >

-30-
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UNION SUES SOUTHERN TEXTILE COMPANY FOR

r ILLEGAL ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

COLUMBIA, S.C. (LNS) --The second largest textile .

company in the country is being brought into federal

and state courts in South Carolina ihviaaease with
Watergate overtones. The J.P. Stevens Company, which

has bitterly opposed, union organizing attempts for

the pestc decade, is being sued by The Textile Workers

Union of American (TWUA) for more than $71 million in

damages, resulting from illegal electronic surveillance.

Stevens is being charged with bugging a motel
room used as an office and for meetings in connection
with organizing efforts at their Delta Plants in Wal-

lace, South Carolina. The bugs were discovered after

the union learned that J.P. Stevens had rented an

adjoining motel room, and after motel employees said

they saw electronic equipment there.

The union first asserted in January that an organ-

izer's telephone was being tapped. At the time the

company denied any knowledge of the surUeil lance and

said that it "strongly disapproved of it." The
company still maintains its innocence, and describes the

lawsuit as "simply a further [union] effort to gain

publicity" for continuing organizing campaigns

.

Stevens is being sued under federal law which

prohibits electronic surveillance except in cases of
national security. This case has its precedent in

a recent suit filed by political "enemies" of President

Nixon against former Attorney General John Mitchell, af

after the government admitted that their phones were

being tapped. The union is also suing Stevens under
a state "peeping Tom" law.

In recent years, Stevens has already been found

guilty of violations of labor laws by four federal court

courts in eight major cases. The company was ordered
to give more than $1.3 million in back pay to men and
women dismissed for union activities. So far, 287

employees have regained lost wages.

The union has also forced Stevens to read a

notice (ota'rwqrkersrbn company time, saying "We will not

shadow employees in the plint or elsewhere for the

purpose of spying on their union activities." It

was read in every Stevens plant in the South, 81 all

told.

Cesar Chavez, head of the Union, who was

at another picket line a few miles away at the

time of the shooting, drove to the scene. He

has temporarily called offtthe; pibkdts . "I'm not

going to allow pickets to be shot," he said.

Memorial services will be held on Mbnday,

August 20, in cities all over the country, and

the farmwtfrkferss will fast for three days to mourn

the deaths of their comrades.
it it it it
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The TWUA recently ended a successful seven-month

long strike at two Oneita Knitting Mills in Andrews

and Lane, South Carolina. Most important among the

strike settlement provisions was recognition of the

union itself in the Oneita Mills. Currently, the

TWUA has organizing campaigns underway in 12 Southern

mills, concentrating mainly on the Stevens Co., be-

cause its size makes it an industry leader.

Stevens makes cloth for military uniforms ,
arm-

ored vests, parachutes, lingerie, pajamas, gloves,
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girdles, raincoats , dresses, blouses., slacks, suits,
hosiery, sheets, blankets, tablecloths, towels, car
carpetings, awnings, pool-tables, parkas, sails and
landing cushions for pole vaulters.

The TWUA has a membership of 70,000 of the
South's 700,000 textile workers. The textile in-
dustry is the foundation of the South's economy,
but textile workers are the lowest paid workers
in the South and in the nation. Their average in-
come is $6,000 gross -- before any deductions. And
average work day includes 20 minutes off for lunch
and two 10 minute breaks. The average work week
is six days, including a scheduled day of over-
time.

Hourly wages of textile workers average 35$
less an hour than all other Southern industrial
workers, and $1.22 an hour less than all industrial
workers nationally.

Electronic surveillance of union offices is not
new, although law suits have never been brought
before. It is estimated that American industry
spent at least $80 million in 1936 alone for spying
on unions. One notorious case involved an employ-
er who bugged plant rest rooms in order to over-
hear workers' conversations.

The United Auto Workers recently uncovered il-
legal listening devices in a South Bend, Indiana
American Motors plant room used by employees for
union activities. The workers, who belong to Lo-
cal 5 of the Autoworkers union, learned that the
company was listening in on their meetings from a
former plant security guard who said he had placed
bugs in the union room and had tapped the phone
there,

; "These men feel that they have lost out on
grievances during these past few years because pri-
vate union strategy talks were overheard," said
the local ' s recording secretary, James Beck

.

The two plant officials who had ordered the
bugging have resigned.

-30-
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INFORMATION PACKET ON THE BENERGY CRISIS" AVAILABLE

LAWRENCE , Kan. (LNS) — A group called the
Kansas Farm Project has put out an informational
packet dealing with various aspects of the energy
crisis.

The packet includes articles by Les Aspin,
member of the House Armed Services Committee, and
AlariiMiller , a writer with Pacific News Sirvice,
dealing with the collusion of government and the oil
companies in keeping U.S. gasoline prices high.

"We cannot maximize our production," Miller
quotes an oil industry spokesman, "because it is
not sufficiently profitable to do so at current
price leveji. We need higher prices and more equit-
able tax breaks to get money for the required ex-
ploration and development costs."

Otherearticles connect the energy crisis with
the Arab-Israeli conflict, and discuss the rela-
tionship of current U.S. oil plans with the lack
of development ofrmany Third World nations.

The packet can be ordered for a dollar from •

the Kansas Farm Project, P.O. Box 362, Lawrence,
Kansas, 66044. ^
<£+ <£+ <£+ <£+ <£+ <£+ <£+ <£+<£+<£+<£+<£+ <£+ <£+ <£+ <£+ <£+<£+<£+<£+ <£+ <£4 <£4* <£+<£+

[Note to editors: See graphics in this packet to
go with the following story.]

GAINESVILLE WAW TRIAL: JUDGE STIFLES DEFENSE AS
GOVERNMENT INFORMER TESTIFIES FOR PROSECUTION

LIBERATION News SSrV’ice

"Hear ye, hear. ye. The Federal District Court
is now in session, the honorable Winston Amow
presiding. All you who have cause draw near and
you shall be heard. God bless the U.S. and its courts.'

-- spoken at the beginning of every Ses-
sion -of the Gainseville 8 trial.

GAINSEVILLE, Fla. (LNS) — "I don't want to
get into things totally extraneous to this court.
What went on was totally inappropriate and out of
order. The demonstration should be totally ig-
nored by the jury," seethed Judge Winston Amow.

The Gainsetfille 8 and their lawyers had just
asked the judge for sixty seconds of silence in
membryyof the dead of Cambodia. The U.S. had
stopped bombing that day, August 15, for the first
time in a decade. Amow immediately refused, but
the defendants, their families, and lawyers re-
mained standing anyway with their heads bowed in
silence. When the prosecutor asked the witness the
first question, they sat down.

"I will say no more of the matter at this time,"
said Arnow threateningly. "I may or may not do
something about it later."

So goes a day in Judge Amow's court where
eight members of the Vietnam Veterans Against the
War/Winter Soldier Organization (WAW/WSO) are on
trial for conspiracy to incite to riot at the
Republican Convention last August. Already, under
Amow's stringent gag rule, defendants, lawyers,
and members of WAW/WS0}who have discussed the tri-
al publicly are facing six month contempt charges.

FBI agents armed with transcripts of broad-
casts have visited at least half a dozen radio and
TV stations as well as newspaper reporters to get
more information about gag rule violations. They
have been told to prepare for subpoenas if the judge
decides to start pressing the contempt citations

»

Inside the courtroom itself, Amow seems caught
up in one continuous temper tantrum against the
defendants. He cues the prosecutors if they miss
an objection to a defense question, sustains non-
existent objections and instructs prosecution wit-
nesses that they don't have to answer specific
questions when the questions get too sticky. On
one typical day, the judge sustained 168 of the
219 prosecution objections. And he refuses to hear
arguments on his rulings, accepting them only in
writing.

The Government Case So Far -- Weak and Contradictory

If "Beau" Amow has become even more restricts
ive than he was at the trial's outset on July 31,
it is because the government's case is clearly mej$t-

"

inp under the hnat nf Watergate anH ll

gr>varnn1or<^-aT|
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misconduct." The first day of the trial, two FBI
men were caught with electronic surveillance equip-
ment in a tiny room next door to the defense office
in the courthouse. After three hearings on the in-
cident, one of the agents admitted to working on
the Gainesville 8 case.

However, Amow ruled that "there is no basis
here for belief that there has been electronic sur-
veillance in relation to this case. That's my rul-
ing, holding decision."

The defense isn't the only ones that sijispect

they are being bugged. "Perhaps the jury has be-
come paranoid," wrote five of the jurors in a note
to Amow on August 13, "But three-quarters of our
residences' phones have been acting very strangely
— cut-off, hollow sounds Ifke they're being moni-
tored, weird voices asking 'is this the number?'
Of course we said none of your business."

Reporters have made similar complaints about
the phones in the courthouse pressroom. Eventually
both the jurors' and the press phones were tested
for bugs, but none were reported found, even on the
defense phones after the two FBI agents were discov-
ered tampering with them. Amow did reveal however,
that every phone call coming in and out of the motel
wher the jurors are sequestered is monitored by fed-
eral marshals

The first two witnesses, Charles Marshall and
Joseph Fennell worked for MCM, Inc., an investiga-
tive security agency. Coincidentally, Marshall al-
so leased an apartment to defendant Scott Camil.

Marshall claims to have visited Camil'd apart-
ment where he saw two M-14s in a cardboard box in
Scot's bedroom. During cross examination, defense
lawyer Larry Turner brought in a toy M-16 whidh re-

sembled large numbers of which were "stockpiled" at

Camil's house fonruse in guerrilla theater, though
Marshall has claimed he had seen the toy guns and
the two real ones, he couldn't tell the difference
between the M-16 and the larger, very different
looking M-14.

The third witness, Don Barratt, who owns a

sporting goods store, turned out to be the first
witness to be able to describe the difference be-
tween an M-14 and an M-16. His testimony threw
doubt on Marshall's claim that he had seen two M- 14s
in Camil's bedroom.

)
.

. ;

So, early in the trial, after two agents had
been discovered next door to the defense room loaded
down with bugging equipment, and after three contra-
dictory witnesses had testified, the prosecution de-

dided to go for their heavy guns.

William Lemmer --The Gov't Star Provocateur. J . Er,

Witness

Larry Turner "Mr. Lemmer, could you define
the word agent provocateur?"

William Leimer : "Sir, my interpretation of
an agent provocateur is emeone who goes into a sit-
uation, works people into violence, precipitates
violence, then get them arrested, hut does not get
arrested himself."

Lemmer : (with a slight smile) "Certainly,
not sir „

"

For a man with a history of psychological prob-
lems who has been on ups and downs at the same
time (and may still be), who has threatened the
lives of all the defendants, and has been hiding
under the protection of the FBI for over a year,
Lemmer was pretty remarkable during his four days
on the stand.

The defense named at least .eight examples of
cases where Lemmer acted as agent provocateur.
These included helping people like Michael Damron
(Lemmer called him "my closest friend") to write
a bomb threat against Dean Rusk and hhen having
him picked up. Damron got six months.

And they include teaching Mark Vanceil, a
17-yeareld student how to make a Molotov cocktail

and borrowing a VW to bring the explosives to a
building on the University of Arkansas campus.
Vanceil received a jail sentence of up until his
21st birthday.

Anotherttime Lemmer led approximately 40 peo-
ple onto Tinker AFB in Oklahoma where everyone,
without intending to violate base regulations, was
arrested for entrance onto a military reserve.
Lemmer got out on his own recognizance j the others
did not and were later convicted.

Lemmer joined WAW/WSO in April, 1971 at the
Atlanta People's Fair. And although he was not
allowed to answer 'questions about it on the stand;)
his role from the very beginning was what he him-
self described as "a political monitor." Testi-
mony brought out in the trial so far has shown
that VVAW was heavily infiltrated. At one point,
for instance, the New Orleans chapter consisted of
three people -- all agents.

But despite this infiltration WAW/WSO is a
widely respected organization which has been able
to change many people's minds about the war --

people who tended to reject the anti-war movement
in general. It was for this reason that the govern-
ment has moved one step further to stop the Vets --

the conspiracy indictment.

Lemmer tried his best on the stand to present
the defendants as bloodthirsty murderers. Scott
Camil, who the government has depicted as the mas-
termind of much of the conspiracy, was quoted by
Lemmer as saying that the use of wrist rocket sling-
shots could do "considerable harm to persons."
Bill Paterson was quoted as saying that "super pigs
-- ones that call you brother, not the ones with
the badges -- are cause to worry. Whenever they are
foundsthey should be dealt with then and there."

Lemmer on the other hand, depicts himself as

the humanitarian of the group. During alleged dis-
cussions of automatic weapons and incendiary devices,
Lemmer said he remained quiet and talked only of
providing free services like clothing, food and
medicine. But WAW/WSO members all over the country
who were in contact with Lemmer maintain that he
constantly suggested bombings, shootings and mili-
tary actions.

Turner: "You don't consider yourself an
agent provocateur?"
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At the Houston VVAW national steering committee
of 1972 for instance. Lemmer
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v?as quoted as saying "Now is the time to break into
affinity groups, fire teams -- and go undergrounds"
(Fire teams are the same names given to groups who,
according to J£he conspiracy indictment, were sup-
posed to attack police cars, stations and depart-
ment stores as a diversionary tactic while demon-
strators rioted in Miami Beach.)

After having confessed to being an informer
to Scott Caitri.1, Lemmer suggested "disassembling
automatic weapons" which could be carried on the
body into the conventions to wipe people out
And as if this weren't enough, the indictments
charge that the defendants were going to make home-
made hand grenades. These would be riade, said
Lemmer, by dipping a cherry bombsinto epoxy glue,
then in B-Bs, then epoxy, then B-Bs until it was
the size of a baseball. Thbfi one last coat of epoxy
and a dip into fiberglass.

"It would result," testified Lemmer, "in
fragments not detectable by x-ray. The only way
you could remove the fibers is by probing. It

would resemble the anti-personnel bombs allegedly
(sic) dropped in the Hanoi-Haiphong harbor area."

Also mentioned by Lemmer was Camil' s supposed
training of political assassination squads, a pro-
gram called Phoenix II. Lemmer said Camil took the
name from the CIA's own Phoenix program?? responsi-
ble for the assassinations of thousands of suspect-
ed soijimunists in South Vietnam in the sixties.

Thsi last charge, like others Lemmer made,
wasc not mentioned in the indictment and therefore
doesn't have to be provemnin court. But as the
defense pointed out repeatedly, such accusations
put those suggestions in the minds of the jury.
Amow allowed the testimony, however, on the grounds
that it "goes to the state of mind of criminal in-
tent.*'

Becker, an intelligence Operative since 1967 who
infiltrated the WAW for the FBI, has charged that
Scott Camil told him there would be demonstrations
only at the Republican Convention. "There had

bfeen commitments," said Becker, "to the Democratic
Party to keep it quiet at the Democratic Convention
arid to keep all activities for the Republicans."

Just a week terarMar, a memo from H.R. Halde-
man was delivered to Wiej Senate Watergate Committee
saying "we should tie all of the 1972 demonstrations
to McGovern and thus to the Democratic Party as
part of the peace movement. This is a good counter-
offensive to be developed."

As Bart Savage, spokesman for VVAW/WSO said
in a press conference, August 16, "Is Becker's test-
imony part of the Haldeman plan? Is this trial
part of the Haldeman plant?"

* * *

The Gainseville 8 desperately need money for
trial expenses. Right now they can't even afford

to buy the daily transcripts of what is said in court
and must rely on their notes. Send as much as you
can to: Gainseville Conspiracy Defense Collective,
PO Box 14078, Gainseville, Fla. 32604
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[Note to e,ditors--see packet #546 for background c
•gnd see graphics to go with this story]

WORKERS SIT IN AT CHRYSLER PLANT FOR 30 HOURS
IN THIRD MAJOR JOB ACTION JIN' TWO WEEKS

DETROIT,Mich (LNS)—A sit down strike at the
Mack Avenue Frame plant, the third major job action
against Chrysler in two weeks, ended August IS when
Detroit police moved into the plant with tear gas
equipment.

The state of mind of the informers is quite
another thing, apparently. It was only after much
argument that Amow allowed Lemmer to be questioned
about his previous incidents of provocation. His
medical and army records were not allowed into evi-
dence. This is the man who wrote to his wife after
she left him and the Gainesville 8 indictments came
down

:

"If you choose to stay with the^e people who
you call beautiful remember who you are staying \

with. I'm not a goddamn leg infantry man like them
I'm an elitist fucking paratrooper, a special for-
ces type ranger. If you must tell them anything,
tell them to keep one eye over their shoulders at
all times because one evening soon they'll see this
satisfying smile of mine but only if they're fast..

. ,1 will ifiejcoming in tennis fehoes with a length of
piano wire ..."

The sit-in by the 80-90% black workers in the
Mack Avenue plant was touched off by the firing of
Wiliam Gilbreth, a white worker who had been vocal
in protesting safety conditions in the plant. A week
after he was dismissed,Gilbreth came to work in the
morning and took his usual place on the assembly line.
When a guard tried to remove him, the 200 workers in
his assembly area protested. The company called in

BSRf- guards, and then police ordered the plant closed.
Most of the 4,800 workers left, but 200 workers re-
fused to leave until unsafe working conditions were
corrected and six recently fired workers reinstated.

Auto workers arriving for the afternoon shift
refused to go inside and began picketing outside.
Many who ended their shifts at the two other Chrysler
plants involved in recent job actions (East Jefferson
Assembly plant and the Dodge Forge plant) came to the
Mack Avenue plant and sent in blankets and food.

But the government's "conspiracy" case did
not originate from its star witness' crazed day-
dreams . As. Scott, Camil put it in his opening state-
ment on August 4$ "The prosecution will attempt to
take a number of unrelated adt$ and completely fab-
ricated tales and try to piece them together for the
purpose of silencing Vietnam Veterans Against the
War."

Already the witness following Lemmer, Carl

Thirty hours after the sit-in began, police moved
in and arrested 15 of the workers. They later re->

leased all but 2, William Gilbreth and William Smith 8

who Chrysler officials* claim attacked two plant secur-
ity men with metal pipes . : n;

Workers attempting to continue the picket line
on “August 16 were dispersed by guards and imion offi-
cials wearing sarge ant-at-arias badges. %e United Auto
Workers (UAW) . now
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BOTH PHOTOS ON RIGHT CAN ACCOMPANY STORY
ON REOPENING OF KENT STATE CASE IN LAST
PACKET, #546, PAGE 4.

BOTH PHOTOS ON LEFT CAN ACCOMPANY STORIES
ON THE FARMWORKERS IN THIS PACKET ON PAGES
5 AND 7.

Top right: Student lies dead after National
Guardsmen fired on demonstration at Kent State
University on May 4, 1970.

Credit LNS

Top leff: During confrontation in Lament,
Cal. at Guimarra Vineyards. Striking farm-
workers violated a court injunction and en-
tered vineyards whereupon they were attacked
by police.

Bottom right: The New York funeral of Jeff Miller, Bottom left: Seven hundred striking farm-
one of four students killed at Kent State in 1970. workers rally in Coachella, Cal.

:
Credit Stephen Shames/LNS Credit the Call/Guardian/LNS
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TOP RIGHT: Taxis on Wall Street, N¥G?, See story on
page one.

CREDIT: LNS WOMEN'S GRAPHICS COLLECTIVE. TOP LEFT: William Learner, before surfacing as an
informer at the WAW/WSO^Gainesville 8 Cons-
piracy Trial . See story on page 8

.

CREDIT: LNS.

ANOTHER PHOTO TO ACCOMPANY THE TAXI INTERVIEW ON PAGE ONE CAN BE FOUND ON THE COVER OF THIS PACKET.

BOTTOM LEFT: Taxi drivers take a break in the
financial district of NYC. See story page one.

CREDIT: LNS WOMEN'S GRAPHICS COLLECTIVE.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Taxicabs pile-up outside NYC's Port

Authority Bus Terminal. See story on page one
CREDIT: LNS.
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TWO GRAPHICS OR TOP GO WITH THE GAINESVILLE 8 CONSPIRACY TRIAL STORY ON PAGE 8 OF THIS PACKET.

BOTH GRAPHICS CREDIT LNS

.

MIDDLE RIGHT: See Chrysler story on page 6 of the

last packet, #546.
CREDIT: WE THE PEOPLE/LNS.

BOTTOM RIGHT CREDIT: SEER'S CATALOGUE/LNS. BOTTOM LEFT CREDIT: TOR THE PEOPLE/LNS.
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